
XMD® 8.5 Release Notes  
 
XMD 8.5 is a release to make XMD compatible with KeyCreator 8.5. This release is 
designed to work on KeyCreator 8.5.1.  
 
Introduction  
XMD® 8.5 is built to run on the KeyCreator 8.5.1 from Kubotek. This document describes the 

improvements implemented in this release. Please see the help files for instructions on how to use 

them. Please continue reading this document as it will help you understand and familiarize yourself 

with the new features and tools now available to you in this updated release.  

XMD 8.5.9 
November 1st, 2010 
 

Fixes 

 Fixed some problems that could arise from changing locating ring/sprue bushing vendors. 

 
XMD 8.5.8  
October 29th, 2010 
 

Fixes 

 Fixed missing angled dimension in parting line editor. 

 
XMD 8.5.7  
September 21st, 2010 

New Features 
 Hide and Show to View commands now allow for multiple-selection. 

Fixes 

 Fixed bug that could cause a crash when changing the depth of an angled section line. 

 Fixed bug that could cause a crash when modifying the hole assignments of a dowel. 

 Fixed bug that gave bad hole sizes for metric locating rings. 

 
XMD 8.5.6  
September 9th, 2010 
 

Fixes 



 Using the Redraw Component command on a smart pattern will now redraw it in every drawing. 

 Prevent deletion of 3D hole geometry through KeyCreator. 

 Put 3D wire plate geometry on their own sublevel. 

 Solve name mismatch on long title block fields. 

 Fix to stop XMD pockets from creating sliver faces when solidifying plates. 

 New license agreement, copyright change. 

 

XMD 8.5.5  
June 24th, 2010 
 

Changes 

 Stop changing views when doing a mirror copy of component in non-standard view.  Formerly it 
would switch the view to be in line with the component direction. 

Fixes 

 Placing a plate/pocket by plate and side now gives correct location and direction for pockets 
placed in cavity-side plates, and when placed in construction plane 4. 

 The ‘view holes’ command now registers that the user is in “3D mode” which affects things like 
whether to animate a smart pattern as a solid or a section. 

 Fixed bug with move functions in 3D that restricted movement to a particular plane. We are 
now using the active construction plane when in XMD “view holes” mode and when in KC 
"world coord" mode. 

 Knockouts no longer have a lip being created in-between the chamfer and tap drill hole 
segment. 

 Fixed bug where components that were placed in the core/cavity overlap region were not 
having proper holes created. 

 Core pins in metric files now have proper d-locks when placed. 

 Increase decimal precision for metric taps in the verify window. 

 Mold Feasibility: 
o Made it loadable. 
o Fixed bug with draft angle and wall thickness functions. 

 
XMD 8.5.4  
May 31st, 2010 
 

Fixes 
 No more crashing when cutting angled sections. 

 Fixed bug where repeated ejector pin placements would get the incorrect ream length. 

 When exporting a plate, return pins and sprue puller pins are now put on the ejection level. 

 180 degree arcs are not upside down anymore when they appear in a section drawing. 

 Software lock mechanism is not as strict about a user’s hardware profile.  Hopefully this change 
will stop users from having to activate the product multiple times. 

 Metric file bug fixes: 
o Waterline connectors are now created at the proper location. 
o Ejector pin and bubblers are now properly projecting to the surfaces. 



o Ejector pin lines are drawn correctly in the section drawings. 
o Ejector guide and bushings now have correct diameters. 

 
XMD 8.5.3  
March 10th, 2010 
 

Fixes 
 Bottom clamp plate (and others) no longer disappearing. 

 When rotating a smart pattern, if the snap angle is set to 0 the user can now free-form rotate to 
any angle they desire.  

 Smart patterns animating properly when cycling views. 

 Fixed bug that only placed one smart pattern despite trying to place many at once (i.e. adding 
waterline connectors using ‘all of type’). 

 Fix bug which caused extra components (eye bolts, smart patterns, etc.) to show up at the 
origin. 

 Fixed problem with loading the XMDConfig, LicenseManager, and XMDMigrate programs on 
certain computers. 

 Fixed bug which orientated certain components the wrong way when moving them. 

 Fixed errors in some of the installed smart pattern files.  

 Fixed crashing problem when adding a custom assembly to a job which has a waterline. 

 Program no longer crashing when adding a plate. 

 When opting to use XMD settings on install, the KXL macros dealing with switching to the 
standard views are now installed into KeyCreator, and hotkeys on the number pad are assigned 
to them.  

 Users of the trial version can now use the XMDConfig and XMDMigrate programs. 

 
XMD 8.5.2  
January 26th, 2010 

 
New Features 

 There is now a built-in trial mode, which allows customers without a hardware key to try the 
product free for 21-days.  After the trial period has expired, the customer must have a licensed 
XMD SIM key. 

Fixes 
 In the config program users can now configure the default waterline connectors and diverters to 

smart patterns in subdirectories. 
 

XMD 8.5.1  
January 4th, 2010 
 

New Features 
 Smart patterns your job uses are now saved locally in the job directory.  Similarly, smart 

patterns used by a custom assembly are saved with the custom assembly file. 

 When adding a smart pattern to a job, users can now browse through the file system, allowing 
smart patterns to be organized into subdirectories. 



 Over 800 smart patterns are (optionally) installed with XMD. 

 XMD will now automatically switch to a double mount pattern if the rail size exceeds the 
maximum available screw size.   

 For screws, the Bill of Materials now reports when a non-standard (custom) screw size is 
contained in the job. 

Fixes 
 Section drawings no longer draw backward arcs. 

 Fixed bug which caused plate detail charts to crash in certain circumstances. 

 Ejector pin charts no longer initializing plate sizes to 0. 

 Order sheet now reflects the specified steel type for standard mold bases. 

 Fixed ejector sleeve d-lock pockets to draw correctly in 3D view. 

 Fixed bugs in parting line editor for standard mold bases. 

 Creating sections not crashing anymore for angled sections, or when sections are cut before a 
job is started. 

 Hole modification now defaulting to single instead of group 

 Fixed pin head thicknesses for Face Leader pins and guided ejector pins. 

 Correct depth of sprue puller pin hole. 

 XMD config program now exits and saves properly 

 Ejector pin chart now supporting actual sizes for ejector sleeves, return pins, and sleeve pins. 

 Fixed locked ejector pins to draw correctly for pockets in 3D view. 

 Updated catalog numbers for Lamina ejector guides. 

 Increased the maximum number of user plates from 100 to 1000. 

 Fixed bug with default XMD title block showing up on new mold, even when a custom title block 
was requested. 

 Inverted shoulder bushings for guide pins  now have a clearance hole underneath. 

 
Other Changes 

 The following commands have been removed 
o Show from view 
o Show by example 
o Stitch sheet bodies 

 The new mold dialog box no longer has ‘.’ and ‘..’ listed under the standard mold base vendors. 


